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Opportunities

As a Nation, we are missing 3 important opportunities:

1. **To reduce the burden of cancer.** While we have successfully discovered ways to prevent cancer with some drugs, we are not able to pursue development of other preventive agents due to barriers that inhibit science or fail to stimulate adequate investment in chemoprevention research.

2. **To further accelerate the national priority of disease prevention.** While recognizing and embracing the importance of healthy living and early detection to reduce the risk of cancer, the value of research on drug interventions are often overlooked in the context of prevention.

3. **To maintain and advance our position as a global leader in science in this emerging field.** The environment in other nations is simply more supportive of chemoprevention research than it is in this country.

Barriers

Several major barriers deter the research community and businesses from investing time, attention, and funding in chemoprevention research:

1. The process for conducting clinical trials and seeking drug approval using new scientific techniques — namely biomarkers - is largely uncharted.

2. Patent and intellectual property law for preventive drugs and vaccines that require longer clinical trials are too limiting.

3. Reimbursement for preventive agents is highly uncertain.

Solutions

1. Cancer-preventing drug and vaccine research should be prioritized and well funded; the drug approval process should be updated to support the science and accelerate discovery.

2. Patent and intellectual property protection and tax incentives should be implemented for preventive drugs and vaccines to make the business model feasible and stimulate significant investment.

3. Reimbursement for cancer-preventing agents should be provided to assure patient access.
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